
12/13/2021

To: Dechoker Marketing Team
From: Anshul Joshi, expert website devloper
Subject: ADA website audit and remediation

As an expert website developer and Shopify developer, I have full reviewed the websites for
dechoker.com and trydechoker.com from a perspective of an ADA website audit. Below is a
standard list of items that were reviewed and corrected to be ADA compliant.

● Alt text
○ Added to any images that are missing alternative text to ensure that the function

and purpose of the link and the content of the image is available to screen reader
users or when images are unavailable.

○ Eliminated any alt text that is the same as nearby or adjacent page content.
● Form Labels

○ Added labels to any form controls for screen readers.
● Heading

○ Added content to headings to ensure that all headings contain informative
content.

○ Restructured headings to ensure levels are not skipped.
○ Converted paragraph text to heading elements where necessary.

● Element Labels
○ Added labels to all "select elements" to provide descriptive text about their

function for screen readers.
● Links

○ Added skip links to skip over navigation or other content, to the main content of
the page.

○ Eliminated adjacent links that go to the same URL.

Sincerely,

Anshul Joshi
Anshul joshi (Dec 14, 2021 22:32 GMT+5.5)
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